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PT Bhadra Cemerlang Denies Doing Swap and Roll with Coal Companies.
 

BORNEONEWS, Tamiang Layang - A subsidiary of the Astra Group engaged in oil palm plantations, PT Bhadra Cemerlang (BCL)
strongly denies exchanging land or land in the Hak Guna Usaha (HGU) area with mining company PT Tutui Batubara Utama (TBU)
which is now being acquired PT Maslapita.

Just to note, PT Maslapita claims to have a Mining Business Permit (IUP) in Patangkep Tutui District, East Barito Regency.

  By Prasojo Eko Aprianto 12 March 2020 - 21:30 WIB--

The mining location of PT Maslapita which is recognized as having swapped over or swapped land in the middle of the HGU owned by PT Bhadra Cemerlang,
Patangkep Tutui District.
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"The management of the company has never exchanged oral or written agreements all this time," said PT BCL PR, Hero Setiawan,
Thursday, March 12, 2020.

PT BCL's HGU area in the middle has coal excavation which is now being carried out by PT Maslapita, so that there are large holes
between the oil palm plantations owned by PT BCL.

"If it is said that the swap (land) has been exchanged until now, which one has been exchanged. We have not received it until now,"
he said.

Previously, PT Maslapita's External Manager, M Hanafi, admitted that there were mining activities in the PT Bhadra Cemerlang land
use rights (HGU). Because previously there was an agreement between the two parties regarding land swap.

"We are mining in the PT BCL area, because previously there was an agreement on a swap between PT BCL and PT TBU as the IUP
owner," said M Hanafi accompanied by the Nunuk Haris P Summit, Wednesday, March 11, 2020.

Hanafi said the swap agreement was in the form of land. Since his party started operating in 2018, there have been no stopping
actions or complaints from PT BCL.

"If we have problems, there will be a halt in mining activities, but so far there has been none," he concluded. (PRASOJO / B-11)
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